Self-regulation: Employing
a Generative Adversarial
Network to Improve Event
Detection

Model (Self-regulation, abbr., SELF): SELF is a double-channel
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Task Definition

adver
sarial

G/𝐺 is a generator;
D/𝐷 is a discriminator

and D said u’re right.

My name is D. I
have a capable
assistant G.

My name is
G. I need
to help D.

Memory
Suppressor
(S)

My name
is 𝐺. I like
to make
troubles.

Experimentation

spurious
features
Hey, “taken to
prison” triggers a
Transport event.

Event detection is required to go through a We run SELF on the ACE’05 corpus.
ACE’05 is annotated with single-token event triggers, and has
sentence, so as to pick up a trigger and then 33 predefined event types, along with one “non-trigger” type.
determine the event type it evokes.
Settings: The source code, along
with the configuration document,
has been made publicly available.
(https://github.com/JoeZhouWenxuan/Self-regulationEmploying-a-Generative-Adversarial-Network-to-ImproveEvent-Detection/tree/master)

are satisfied.

Do u think
I’m a fool?

Prediction

My name is 𝐷.
I have to avoid
being deceived
by 𝐺.

Table 1: Trigger identification performance

Performance: SELF outperforms all
the state-of-the-art methods for
Challenges
trigger identification, and achieves
The frequent utilization of common words,
comparable performance to the
ambiguous words and pronouns in event
top 1 model (Hybrid).
mentions makes them harder to detect
Advantage 1: SELF recalls more
Motivation (Leverage NN? Of cause, but …) instances (see Table 1&2).
The neurons suffer from spurious features. Advantage 2: SELF balances recall
Table 2: Type classification performance
Such features appear as semantically related and precision (see Figure 1).
information but actually they ARE NOT.
Advantage 3: SELF is domain-adaptable (see Section 5.5 in pp)
(The underlined are triggers, <*> denotes an event type)

spurious

A discriminator is specified as
the softmax layer following a
full-connected layer.

Multi-class classification is
performed. Given a word in a
sentence:
𝑦 denotes the prediction for event type: it is
either a predefined type or non-trigger

Training
For the adversarial channel:

y denotes the ground-truth event type; 𝜃𝑔 represents all
the parameters of LSTM in 𝑔, while 𝜃𝑑 represents the
parameters of the full-connected layer in 𝑑

For the cooperative channel:

reliable

taken home?
or taken to
prison?
The paper is motivated by the thought
of purifying the latent feature space.

taken home -> Transport
taken to prison -> Arrest

𝜃𝑔 represents the parameters in 𝑔, while 𝜃𝑑 in 𝑑. 𝐿𝑆𝐸𝐿𝐹
is the self-regulation loss:

Figure 1: Gaps between precision and recall in the tasks of trigger
identification and event classification

This is the job of the suppressor S.

